Bowling With A Mask?

Our goals for Physically Distant Social Fun 2020 league programs include:
1.

Hand sanitizer should be used when entering the bowling center and frequently during your visit.

2.

Please leave all food and beverages, including water bottles and coffee cups outside. There is no
charge for a disposable water cup during league.

3.

League fees will be paid in advance to avoid a line at the cash register and additional contact.

4.

Lanes may be set in “open style” instead of the traditional “league style” (crisscross).

5.

Bowlers must focus on lane courtesy so only 1 person is at the ball return at a time, always
yielding to the person on your right. Waiting between throws must be in the “on deck area” or at
your lane table. No gathering around the ball return or scoring tablet/pedestal.

6.

Bowlers should not share bowling balls, towels, or accessories.

7.

Disposable gloves (provided) must be worn when selecting house bowling balls and only 1 house
ball per bowler, please.

8.

House bowling balls and rental shoes are to be left at your lanes when you are done using them.
Our team will sanitize all equipment after you leave, and put it away for you. Please never return
a house ball to the ball racks before it has been sanitized!

9.

Please make frequent us of our hand sanitizing stations during your visit and we will make
frequent visits to high contact areas to keep them clean.

10. Pitchers are temporarily unavailable. We will serve food and beverages in disposable containers.
11. As always, pre-bowling must be scheduled at least 24 hours in advance of when you’d like to
come in. You will only need a single lane.
12. To allow for as much physical distancing as possible, only bowling team members can sit at the
tables behind the lanes. Please avoid bringing spectators. Youth bowlers may have parents
attend during league but they must stay on the non bowling side of counters & tables.
13. Post-bowling will be considered on a case by case basis due to illness and family emergency, only.

At this time, guests are welcome to make a
personal decision about wearing a mask in our
bowling center. Should we be mandated to wear
masks, and if we are allowed to set parameters
regarding mask wearing, this will be our plan…
MASK ON:
*Entering and Exiting the Center
*At the front desk, snack bar and bar
*In the arcade, redemption area and party rooms
*Going to and from and using the restrooms
*When finding a bowling ball
*When in the pro shop
AND when outside the “designated zones”

MASK OFF:
*While bowling
*When seated in the bowler’s area
Just like dining in a restaurant, no mask needed
when you are seated in your designated area.

DESIGNATED ZONES- will be taped off at your
bowling lane/table.

This information is provided to you for planning
purposes only. We will follow all required
guidelines to be able to stay open and hope you
will too!

